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A team of 15
members from
GTI headquarters
in Dubai had
the opportunity
to witness the
inauguration
of new Plant
“Gulbahar Rus” in
Rostov, Russia.

A team of 15 members from GTI headquarters in
Dubai got the opportunity to witness the inauguration
of new factory “Gulbahar Rus” in Rostov. The event
was eye opening for all of us commented Marketing
Manager Mr. Muneeb Dar. We are already supplying
our products to CIS countries which are quite popular
there. There is a huge potential in CIS markets in
terms of manufacturing and supplying our own brands
namely MOND, MILANO, CAVALLO and MOMENTO.
“What gives us advantage is our expertise and
experience from UAE where we started our cigarette
manufacturing in 1996.” Over a period of two decades
we have extensively launched new brands with path
the middle east to come up with different cigarette
formats like Queen, nano, superslim and later all these
cigarette formats have taken the international markets
by storm and are quite popular nowadays. The scale
of operation in Rostov is magnanimous. Moreover, the
factory is eqippped with high quality state of the art
machinery.
Gulbahar Group is pleased to announce opening of its
new factory ‘Gulbahar Rus’ in Rostov, Russia. It was
our great pleasure to attend its inauguration ceremony
on 18th July 2019. The inauguration ceremony was
attended by the Deputy Chairman of the Government
of Yaroslavl region Maxim Avdeev, representative of
the Region Department Corporation, Gulbahar Rus
LLC, and representative of 30 different companies
from 11 nations; Germany, Italy, United Arab Emirates,
Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan,
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Armenia, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, UK and Russia.
In total, about 10 billion rubles (USD 158 million)
will be invested in this project under the agreement.
Reconstruction of the factory should be completed
before the current year’s end and by 2021 we have
plan to build another building.
The factory will be equipped with high-tech and latest
technology equipment which will be imported from
France, Germany, Italy and Turkey. The company will
The execution of this project on the territory of district
will bring extra income from excise tax to the budget
and this this project will also create more than 250
jobs, which is important for district.

